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The use of digital archives

Digital archives Researchers

What do they need?

Value

New innovative findings, new life to traditions …

Digital texts, databases … Researchers, learners, educators …



Thinking about the use

Perspective from data holders --- Perspective from researchers



1. Digitized newspapers



Brief historical overview

● 1993 microfilms, 2003 digitization.
○ First major newspapers Perno Postimees (1857-1885), Postimees (1886-1920), Päewaleht 

(1905-1912)
● 2004 online indexed reading portal
● 2014 text search portal (85 publications, 100 000 pages)
● 2024 text search portal (total 2787 publications, 5.8M pages, 15.6M articles)

○ Full text access to open data
○ New portal in 2026 includes data mining access in the system

Digitization done by a number of institutions over 20 years following current priorities with 
technology of the time. Workflow standards have varied over time and across institutions.

Biggest collection is in the National Library, but data is in a few different digital archives



Example case

You want to use newspapers to understand 
attitudes to nature in the 1920s.

Full text access:

Data quality 
(e.g. OCR)

Data balance
(e.g. corpus size)

Representativeness
(do we have enough?)

Study
design

Materials to answer the question



A user needs to know

A researcher would need to know

● What data is available (many archives)
● The quality of the data (varies a lot)
● Representativeness of the data (archive vs published)

Good to know this in the stage of planning & project-writing

Study
design



Learning by doing

Case studies to understand the researcher perspective

E.g. 6 case studies made by 12 students 2 instructors in U. Tartu

Feedback into building the interfaces & updating data

E.g. full text access toolkit, ngram reader



What is in the dataset?

General overview

Distribution of issues over time 
(n = 622,061)

Green = open access (92.8%)

Red = authorized access (7.2%)

Interactive:

https://peetertinits.github.io/repor
ts/nlib/dea_info.html

https://peetertinits.github.io/reports/nlib/dea_info.html
https://peetertinits.github.io/reports/nlib/dea_info.html


Which newspapers have been digitized?

Data in historical context

Data in National Bibliography 
that is linked to digital 
archives (with some links 
added here)

Tool to understand the 
coverage, select sources 
when designing a study

https://digilab.shinyapps.io/di
gitized_newspapers2/

https://digilab.shinyapps.io/digitized_newspapers2/
https://digilab.shinyapps.io/digitized_newspapers2/


Which newspapers have been digitized?

An example - newspapers from 1920-1940 published for at least 10 years



How much has been digitized?

Coverage of digitization

For each year, the share of 
newspapers in digital 
collections.

E.g. in 1900, 43 newspapers 
are known, 27 of which are 
digitized = 62.8%

1800-2020, 58.7% newspapers 
digitally available in some form



What is in the dataset?

Metadata explorer

Explore dataset with 
your own parameters 
in mind.

Interactive tool 
https://digilab.rara.ee/
en/tools/newspapers-
metadata-browser/

https://digilab.rara.ee/en/tools/newspapers-metadata-browser/
https://digilab.rara.ee/en/tools/newspapers-metadata-browser/
https://digilab.rara.ee/en/tools/newspapers-metadata-browser/


What’s in the dataset?

Overview by publication type

● Daily newspapers
● Weekly newspapers
● Local newspapers
● Exile newspapers
● Institutional newspapers



What’s in the dataset

Ngram search

Quick peek at the text

Terms per 1000 words

Selected newspapers 
over the period to 
balance the dataset.



Using for research 3 - pilot searches

Ngrams here.

(selected data).



Full text access

JupyterHub access to freely work 
with data & download if needed.



Full text access

This allows more deliberate studies

E.g. the use of linguistic terms of 
interest in different newspapers. 

Can look for relative frequencies of 
ngrams within newspapers. 

~ Impact of prescription and/or editors 
on language.



Full text access

This allows more deliberate studies

E.g. the distribution of electricity related 
products in early 20th century.

Can look for electricity related terms, 
classify them into types, and select the 
meaningful ones.

~ History of technology and advertisement 
or popular discourse



Quality of materials

Data quality differs. 

● Earlier digitized works have poorer 
quality.

● Quality not evaluated during digitization.
● Since ~2014, OCR Confidence stored for 

articles.

Working to evaluate now.

● Possibilities to auto-correct?
● May need to redigitize either from image 

or from scratch.
● Problems for some tasks, not others.

Mean OCR Confidence + spread of 95% of articles



Digitized newspapers

Keeping the researcher in focus:

- Overviews
- Access
- Data explorers
- Data in context

Current topics:

- Data quality



2. Bibliographic data



Research use

Thinking again in terms of research use <-> data

The researcher needs

● Access and usability
● Overviews of the data
● Connections with other datasets
● Representativeness of the data



National bibliographies

● Register publications connected to a 
language and/or region

● Collect systematic data (titles, authors, 
formats, etc.) on printed publications

● Usually maintained by libraries and accessed 
within the library catalogue search

Excerpt from Rosenplänter’s article 
“Übersicht der estnischen Literatur” (1832)



Estonian National Bibliography
Consists of publications that are either:

a. published in Estonia
b. in Estonian
c. by Estonians
d. about Estonia or Estonians

https://digilab.rara.ee/en/

https://digilab.rara.ee/en/


Estonian National Bibliography

Origins in 1832: H. J. Rosenplänter aimed to collect an overview of all 
published in Estonian or about Estonia.

Then: 384 books listed in Estonian 1505-1832. Now known: 919 
books 1505-1832.

Followed by a number of comprehensive bibliographies throughout the 
period, since 2004 an electronic database.

Excerpt from Rosenplänter’s article
 “Übersicht der estnischen Literatur” (1832)



The database format

● Has been maintained in Marc21, following library standards.
● Converted it into more compact tables for research purposes.
● Now as a .tsv in Zenodo
● We are working on a curated, simplified version of it.



The data at the moment
● Comprehensively described with good coverage
● Non-harmonised
● A lot of pre-processing and cleaning to be useable



A look at the data









Case study: the emergence of the Estonian 
written language community 1800-1940.

Joint work with Krister Kruusmaa, Laura Nemvalts
at the National Library of Estonia.



Crash course: social history of the 
Estonian language 

● Very long (recorded) oral tradition
● Relatively new as a literary language
● Tied to social hierarchy:

○ From the Baltic crusades (13th century), German was 
established as the main language of commerce and culture in 
the region

○ Increasing overlap between linguistic and social divisions, 
which in turn reinforced each other

○ Using German was the prerequisite of almost any kind of 
social mobility

● (Slow) changes in the 19th century:
○ Liberation of peasants (≈ Estonians) from serfdom in 

1816/19; additional social reforms during the 19th century, 
urbanization, industrial development

○ Enlighteners and estophiles among the Baltic German elite
○ National Awakening period (1850s-1870s)
○ Russification (1890s) 

● “Coming of age”:
○ Modernist movements in the early 20th century
○ Official language of the Estonian Republic, est. 1918 The “Baltic provinces” of the Russian Empire, 1860

(David Rumsey Map Collections)



Changes to the language community 1800-1940

• From mostly oral and low prestige to 
a first written language community.

• Literati focussed on Estonian community
• Mass literacy

• 1800 - 66% could read, but it was mostly 
used for religious schooling

• 1840s-1850s better reading 
comprehension and learning to write

• 1897 - 91% read, 77% write
• Urbanization, newspapers, legal 

documents -  written communication 
becomes common

Estonia & Livonia in the Russian Empire 1800



European context

European written traditions 
are long, but mostly for the 
elite.
19c, mass literacy in some 
places. Huge educational 
reforms.
Estonian was in 
Scandinavian-German 
sphere of influence. 

Figure from Henrich 2020, data from Burigh & Zanden 2009

Estonians*

* Measure not fully comparable



The emergence of the community

How did the Estonian language community emerge from a 
German-dominated cultural area?

• Languages of publication and political events
• Influx of new authors
• Language choice for individuals
• Language choice in communities
• The role of schools for authors



Estonian National Bibliography as a data source

Books published is a window to the language community
• Though not all of it. There’s also newspapers, letters etc.

We can take books published in 1800-1940
• Includes books in Estonian and other languages
• Expected to have fairly good coverage of known books published
• Has data on authors and contributors to each book



Data

● 43,570 works
○ 25,986 Estonian (60%)
○ 17,588 other languages (40%)

● 9768 people
○ Authors, publishers, illustrators 

etc.
○ 5571 with birth dates (57%)
○ 711 multilingual authors (16%)

● Harmonized and cleaned author 
names and book metadata.

● Augmented metadata by 
detecting language from book 
titles.



Emergence of the Estonian literary community



Contributors on the books

Each book has a list of contributors
• Writers, illustrators, editors, publishers
• They are given as full name with years

We can look at who was involved and when
• E.g.

• Friedrich Brandt (1830-1890), publisher (n = 206)
• Matthias J. Eisen (1857-1934), folklorist (n = 327)
• Johannes Käis (1885-1950), teacher (n = 242)
• Richard Kivit (1888-1981), illustrator (n = 450)



Population growth and publishing trends

•



New people to written language community





Language dominance



Networks

● The National Bibliography data can also be viewed as a literary 
network, where nodes are actors and edges are works (e.g. Hill et al 
2019)

● Shows the relationships between authors, publishers, illustrators, 
editors and others

● Can be constructed diachronically and be coded to represent attributes 
like language



Estonian National Bibliography network,
(largest connected component), 1830-1910







● Leading figure in the early 
National Awakening 

● Author of the Estonian 
national epic “Kalevipoeg”

● Published mainly in 
Estonian, but also German 
and other languages









Linked biographies

Many contributors have a link to VIAF

Some more data in other datasets



Linked biographies

• Gathered birth places from various datasets
• Geo-coded them for coordinates



Mapped birthplaces of the contributors



Mapped birthplaces and dialects



Share of dialects in the dataset

Cumulative share of different dialects of Estonian 1800-1940



Public schools in 19c

•Are founded from 1830s to 1880s

Schools visualization link

https://peetertinits.github.io/slides/plots/schools_gradual.html


Estonia & Livonia

•Administrative rules differ

•Livonia was founding schools 
quicker, and peasants grew 
quicker in wealth

•Influence on written language



Origins of the contributors

Odds of a child born to join the literati in their lifetime (~3.3 kids per 1000)
• 1850

• 1:800 Livonia
• 1:1600 Estonia

• 1875
• 1:400 Livonia
• 1:800 Estonia

• 1900
• 1:200 Livonia
• 1:200 Estonia

Year of birth

Literati per 1000 inhabitants Schools per 1000 inhabitants

Year



Results

Research questions

● We can see shifts in language use as response to major historical events

● The 19th century Estonian literary community is shaped by young new actors

● The Estonian community initially emerges from within the existing Baltic German 
dominated network - not alongside it

● Schools played an important role in supporting it



Adapting bibliographic data for research use

Has a strong research potential
• Needs harmonization, processing
• Benefits hugely from linking to other datasets
• Needs overviews of what is in the data, and what is the coverage
• We’re building a curated dataset with this in mind



Adapting digital archives for research use

Keep the researcher in mind
• Access
• Overviews and contents
• Tools to explore
• Case studies, case studies, case studies
•
• … repeat



Thank you!

Peeter Tinits
peeter.tinits@ut.ee 
@peetertinits.bsky.social

Laura Nemvalts
laura.nemvalts@rara.ee 

Team in the National Library of EstoniaTeam at the University of Tartu

mailto:peeter.tinits@ut.ee
mailto:laura.nemvalts@rara.ee
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